
NOTE ON POLYHARMONIC FUNCTIONS1

R. J. DUFFIN2 AND Z. NEHARI

Let A denote the «z-dimensional Laplace operator X."_i d2/dx£ and

let the positive number r be defined by r2= ¿2™=ix2n- If u(P) is a

harmonic function in the sphere PO — r<R—i.e., u(P) is continuous

and has continuous first and second derivatives for r <R and satisfies

there the equation Aw = 0—and if, moreover, u(P)>0 for r<R, then,

according to a classical result (Harnack's inequality)

Rm~2(R + r)

(1) u(P) g «(0) \      ' ■(R — r)m~l

It is the purpose of this note to show that there exists an inequality

of the same general character as (1) if the hypothesis that u(P) be

harmonic is replaced by the considerably weaker assumption that

u(P) be a polyharmonic function of order « (w>l). The latter ex-

pression refers to a function which is continuous, has continuous

derivatives up to the order 2«, and is a solution of AMu = 0, where

A(k) is defined as A(A(4_1)). Our precise result is the following:

i"/ u(P) is a non-negative polyharmonic function of order « in the

m-dimensional sphere OP = r<R, then

(R + r)
(2) u(P) S ARm~2

(R - r)"

where

(3) A = ml2"+"-2 ¿2 c | A<'>«(0) | R2'
n-l

¿2
v=0

and

(4) cr1 = 2>v\m(m + 2) ■ ■ • (m + 2v - 2).

The proof of (2) will be based on the fact [l] that a function u(P)

which is polyharmonic of order « in r<R has a representation

(5) u(P) = ¿2 uv(P)r2% r < R,
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where the functions w,(P) are harmonic for r<R. In order to facilitate

the writing we shall assume that w(P) is regular in r^R. No general-

ity is lost by this assumption, since it can be made to hold by the

preliminary coordinate transformation r—*r(l — e), where e is a small

positive number, and e can be made to tend to zero in the final result.

If we regard the right-hand side of (5) as a polynomial in r2 and set

(6) v(P; p2) = "¿ u,(P)p2>,
y=0

it follows from the Lagrange interpolation formula that

A 2   Fr(r2)
(7) u(P) = £ v(P; Rt)

FÁK)

where

(8) Fy(r2) =     fi     (Ri - r2),
k=l;k*t>

and the R, are positive numbers which satisfy r<Pi<P2< • • •

<Rn-i<Rn = R and are otherwise arbitrary.

For a fixed value of p, the function v(P; p2) is harmonic for r^R.

If P is such that OP = p, a comparison of (5) and (6) shows that

u(P) =v(P; p2), and it follows from our hypotheses that v(P; p2) ^0.

But v(P; p2) is a harmonic function of P, and the maximum principle

shows therefore that v(P; p2)^0 for all P such that OP^p. Since

R\>r2, the expressions v(P; P2.) in (7) will accordingly all be non-

negative. By (8), the value of Fv(Rl) is positive if v is odd, and nega-

tive if v is even. We may thus conclude from (7) that

,A 2    Mr2)
(9) »(í)áI'.(?¡A)-^,

where the prime indicates that the summation is to be extended only

over the odd values of v.

We now set

2 2^22

(10) Rr = r + — (R  -r).
n

By   (8),   we   then   have   P„(/2) =v-1w1-"»!(P2-r2)"-1,   and   Fr(Rl)

— (v — \)\(n — v)\n1~n(R2 — r2)n~l. Inequality (9) will thus reduce to

u(P)^tl'(n)v(P;Rl),
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where R2. is defined by (10). Since v(P; R2) is a non-negative harmonic

function for OPSRv, it follows from (1) and (6) that

2       /"•=> 2k\R?-2(R„ + r)

\ k-6 I   (R, - r)m~x

Setting

n-l

(11) B = ¿2\ w*(0) I P,
i-0

and observing that ¿2tZluk(0)RfúB and

R?~2(RV + r)       Pm~2(P +.r)«     / m X™"1 Rm~2(R + r)r)       Rm~2(R + r)m     / n V

-1     '   (R2 - r2)™-1       \v)(Ry - r)m~l (R2 - r2)"1"1       \ v )        (R - r)m~l

we obtain

Rm-2(R + r)   "    / n\m~l / n\

If A is a positive integer, we have «/p<(A + 1)(«-|-A)/(i> + A), whence

/ n\m-1 (n + 1)(« + 2) • • • (n + m — 1)
(13) ( — )      < m\-i

\vj (v+ l)(v+2) ■ ■ ■ (v + m- 1)

and therefore

(^X~1(n)<ml(n + m-i).

\ v /      \ v / \v -\- m — 1 /

Accordingly,

where the prime on the right-hand side indicates that the summation

is to be extended only over indices p such that p = m (mod 2). Since

the value of this sum is 2n+m_2, we thus conclude from (12) that

Rm~2(R + r)
u(P) < 2n+m-2m\ B- •

(R - r)—*

In view of (11), (5), and the fact that, for a harmonic function w(P),

A(k)(r2kw)P=o = 2kklm(m + 2) • • • (m + 2k - 2)w(0)

and A(*)(r2''w)i>„o = 0 for ß^k, this completes the proof of inequality

(2).
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For any special value of », a more accurate inequality can be ob-

tained by evaluating the sum on the right-hand side of (12) and avoid-

ing the rather crude estimate (13). For instance, if w = 2—i.e., in the

case of a biharmonic function u(P)—the summation in (12) reduces to

the term corresponding to v = l. A positive biharmonic function will

therefore be subject to the inequality

. . , Rm~2(R + r)
u(P) Ú 2m[u(Q) + 2m   Aw(O)   ]- •

(R — r)™-1

It may be pointed out that, as the example u(P) = PQ2uo(P),

Au0 = 0, Uo(P) 2:0 shows, a non-negative polyharmonic function w(P)

may vanish at any point Q in the sphere r<R. Hence, there does not

exist an analogue for polyharmonic functions of Harnack's "lower"

inequality for harmonic functions.

As an application of the inequality (2) we prove the following re-

sult of Nicolesco [2; 3].

If u(P) is non-negative and polyharmonic of order n at all finite points

P of the m-dimensional Euclidean space, then u(P) reduces to a poly-

nomial of order 2w —2 in the Cartesian coordinates xi, • ■ ■ , xm.

By assumption, (2) holds for all r and P suchthat 0^r<P< ».

Setting, in particular, R = 2r, we obtain u(P) <ACi, where C\ is a

constant. By (3), A <C2r2n~2, and thus

(14) 0 ^ u(P) ^ Cr2n~2,

where C is again a constant. The functions uv(P) in (5) are harmonic

for all finite non-negative values of r, and we may therefore expand

them into series

u,(P) = ^ r Sk  ,

where the S["' are spherical harmonics of order k and do not depend

on r. Hence,

(15) u(P) = ±rk(±r^).
k=0        \ r=0 /

If Sk is any spherical harmonic of order k, it follows from the orthog-

onality properties that

f   u(P)S,
J  V,n

n-1
,(»>   2»

j—0

where Um is the unit sphere in w-space, dum the area element on Um,

and
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Ak   = J    Sk Skdum.

If Ak is a constant such that | 5*1 <Ak, it follows from (14) that

IIu(P)Skdoi„

where Q,m is the area of Um. Hence

(16)

.  n—1        . .   _
* \->     , <»>   2»

»-o

C^*Omr2»-2,

á C3r

where C3 is another constant. If k>2n — 2, this shows that

lim
Ö   . t.) 2,
2^ ^4* »"

and we must therefore have Ajp — O for v = 0, ■ ■ ■ , n—1 and k>2n

— 2. Since 5* was an arbitrary spherical harmonic of order k, it

follows that the functions 5[") vanish identically. The inequality (16)

shows, moreover, that all A^' for which k-\-2v>2n — 2 are necessarily

zero. The corresponding spherical harmonics S^ will therefore also

vanish identically. Accordingly, the expansion (15) reduces to a poly-

nomial in r of order not exceeding 2w —2, and the result follows.

We finally show that the representation (7) provides a simple

means of obtaining the Poisson formula analogue for polyharmonic

functions without the explicit knowledge of the Green's function. We

choose a small positive number e such that ne<R2 — r2 and set

R\ = R2 — ev. If F,(r2) is the expression (8), we then have

(17) (Ri - r2)F,(r2) = f[ (R   - / - ke)
fc-i

and

(18)

The function v(P; P2,) is harmonic for r^R, and coincides with u(P)

for r = Rv(r = OP). It may therefore be represented by the Poisson

integral

F,(rI) -(-if V \v- l)!(w-,)!

RT~2(R2 - r2)

/,

u(Py)dcc„

Um (P2 - 2rR, cos 7 + r2) mil

where ßOT is the surface area of the m-dimensional unit sphere U,
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do3m is the corresponding surface element, and y is the angle between

the vectors OP and OP, (OP, = R,). In view of (7), (17), and (18), we

thus have

m

7 (R2 -r2- kt)
t=i r    T A (n- 1\ RT   u(P.) "I

m(P) = —-:- S (-!)-'( )       ,    ;       U»»,
(n - 1) \e«-^ttm   J Um L tí V - 1/     *(*>)     J

where A(P„) = (R2v-2rRv cosy-\-r2)^2.

If P(p2) is a function having « — 1 continuous derivatives at p2 = P2,

we have

:!)

«-+0

and therefore

v=l V   —   1/

v=0 \        V        /

= £(-!)( )P(P»-,)
,=o V     x     /

= Z(-D ( )F(Ä -«),
,=0 \       v      /

<b dn~1F(R2)
lim ■
.¡-O  e""1 d(P2)"

-i

Accordingly, a function w(P) which is polyharmonic of order « in

the »z-dimensional sphere r<R, and has continuous partial deriva-

tives up to the order « — 1 in r^R, has the representation

(P2 - r2)"   c       d"-1    r Rm~2u(P') -]

(n-í)lümJ Um r3(P2)"-1 L (P2 - 2rR cos y + R2)™'2 J

For biharmonic functions (« = 2) an equivalent formula was found by

Lauricella and Volterra (quoted in [3]).
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